Automated Carry Can

Unbeatable Versatility. Lowest Total Cost of Collection.
The Curotto-Can Automated Carry Can has the fastest load time of any automated system on the market and delivers a proven 25%
to 30% productivity advantage over automated side loaders. By using the robust reliability and additional capacity of a front loader,
this carry can delivers game-changing performance that will enable you to service more customers, more quickly, in more applications.

Key Features
+
+
+
+
+

Fastest load time available — 4 to 5 seconds from wheel stop to wheel go.

+
+

20% greater fuel efﬁciency due to less packing and idling.
Navigate cul-de-sacs up to 25% faster.

+
+

Reduce contamination rates to less than 5%.
Low 108" cart dump height for safe operation — well below typical wires,
trees and other overhead obstructions.

+

Load bulk material with easier access to container waste and eliminate
the need for a chase truck.
Convert any commercial front loader to a residential collection unit in minutes.

Hopper is 4x larger than an ASL (capable of taking large bulk).

+
+

Having a uniformed front load ﬂeet, requires fewer back up trucks and
helps standardize your inventory.

+

Less down time. If maintenance is needed, simply swap out the can or remove
it for commercial collection. The truck is back making money in no time.

Eliminate cart loss and associated costs.
Eyes-forward operation enhances operator and public safety as well as
reduces the risk of repetitive stress injuries.

Better operator experience due to less cab shake and no strained necks
from craning to monitor ASL arm functions.

Learn more about the many advantages of The Curotto-Can™
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Automated Carry Can

With the versatile Curotto-Can, one truck can replace an automated side loader, recycling unit, or a rear
loader equipped with cart tippers to cost effectively reduce the number of vehicles in your ﬂeet.
Technical Specifications

Tivar wear strips
last 4x longer
Rounded front increases
strength and capacity
Adjustable rollers for
smooth movement

New bash bar design is
stronger and maximizes
cab to can clearances

New spring steel grabbers last longer
when compared to prior T100 grabbers.
4X when compared to Will Fitters.

55"H x 64"W x 81.75"L

Inside Height

45.88"

Lifting Pocket

6"H x 3"W x 0.25" thick
high-strength steel

Weight

1870 lbs.

Carts
Tapered bearings plus hardened gears replace
hub and spindle design which can provide
well in excess of 1.5M cycles of longevity

32 to 96 gal.

Lift Capacity

500 lbs.

Volume

4.6 cu. yd.

Cycle Times @ 14 gpm

Engineered for maximum efficiency and reliability.
Taller curbside spill guard seals the can
during a hopper dump

Overall Size

Capacity

Hydraulic and
Electrical quick
connects

New formed and fabricated
grabber beam lasts 4x longer than
prior tube and plate design

Dimensions

New dump and reach cylinders have much
more robust construction with added
cushions for smoother operation
Re-designed main pivot pin provides
10x wear reduction and longer life

Full Slide Extend

2.5 seconds

Full Slide Retract

1.5 seconds

Dump

2.0 seconds

Dump Return

1.2 seconds

Control System
Externally mounted curbside and/or streetside joystick-type cab; optional curbsideaccessible switch bank mounts to cab interior
Hydraulic System

Gravity latch securely locks the
arm in the home position during
a hopper dump

Pressure

2000 psi

Cylinders
Slide
Improved hose routing reduces the number
of custom fittings and minimizes risk for
leaks and abrasion

Relocated hydraulic valve provides easier access,
better load distribution and eliminates can cracking
because of reinforced mounting and location

Bore

1.5"

Stroke

54"

Shaft Diameter 1"
Dump

To learn how to make your route more productive and significantly reduce your
Total Cost of Collection, call the Curotto-Can experts today at: 1-866-696-4345

Bore

2.5"

Stroke

14"

Shaft Diameter 1.5"
Grab Cylinder

Your Authorized Curotto-Can™ Dealer:

Bore

1.5"

Stroke

7"

Shaft Diameter 1"
Induction-hardened, ground and polished
chrome rods

To learn more, visit us online: www.thecurottocan.com
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